Iterative reconstruction (IR) technique is growingly used in clinical CT imaging due to improved quality images at lower patient doses. However, IR technique is known nonlinear response characteristic and yet its behavior in different noise level and object contrast is less explored (2). We evaluate noise level and contrast dependent behavior of modulation transfer function in iterative reconstruction computed tomography imaging with an in-house phantom and different dose level (1). The phantom is consisted of acrylic panel and 1~9 sheets of 16um-thick aluminum foil. The acquired images at two dose levels (200mAs and 10 mAs) were reconstructed using FBP (standard kernel), ASIR50, and VEO (Figure1) . Subtraction image of FBP shows no structural pattern at slit positions, whereas subtraction images of VEO and ASIR50 shows structural patterns at slit positions, which means frequency response is degraded at lower doses in IR techniques. The MTF curves shown in Figure 3 demonstrates these nonlinear MTF responses. 
